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A guide to planning the 
ultimate network



Building a telecommunications 
network is a high risk, complicated 
process. One that only reaps the 
benefits years later.

That’s why it’s imperative to build quality into your network infrastructure 

from the outset, right at the planning stage.

And because planning costs a fraction of the overall network build, this is 

your best opportunity to influence and control the expense of rolling out 

the network. Invest the time in planning now to avoid a false economy  

at the build stage.

Finding the right planning partner means you can combine your investment 

with expertise and get a team that understands how to navigate and 

mitigate that complexity from start to finish.

It’s what we do best at Flomatik. Here’s our expert perspective in what it 

takes to plan the ultimate network.
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Investment and 
business strategy

Refine your strategy

Create your architecture and 
technical specification

Begin high-level planning Progress low-level planning Planning for the future

Understand your 
planning options

Build in quality at the  
earliest opportunity
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Are you seeking investment 
or aggregating rural gigabit 
vouchers?

Not just the build – civils, management 

costs and onward operations. The process of 

gaining investment needs due diligence and 

an expert perspective.

Investors look for an experienced team, with 

a good track record, and the ability to scale. 

So it’s crucial to choose solid partners to help 

consult, plan and build the network.

Experience can also influence the right 

business strategy for your new provider. 

Not just guiding you through the process of 

becoming an Ofcom-regulated Communications 

Provider (CP), but also PIA establishment 

with Openreach, so you can adopt the UK’s 

preferred method of delivering networks.

How will you fund the 
network build?
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Planning can’t commence without 
a detailed, approved technical 
specification for your network

But this is a complicated reference that needs 

to bridge the gap between accuracy and fluidity. 

The realities of a build mean your architecture 

will need to develop throughout the process.

In this sense, it’s important to start working 

with an experienced partner early on – one 

that can get ahead of the process and allow for 

potential pitfalls before they happen, removing 

the unexpected. A good partner will also guide 

you through choosing the right products and 

partners for the rest of your project.
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Create your 
architecture and 
technical specification
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You’ll need expertise that crosses GIS and 

inventory, as well as the appropriate systems 

including an inventory management system. 

Alternatively, build partners could offer 

planning as part of a fully outsourced model. 

This can result in loss of transparency over key 

network decisions - decisions made outside of 

your control.

A third option – using a managed service –  

will give you full control of strategic  

planning decisions.

A managed service from a specialist 

planning team gives you:

• Coordinated stakeholder engagement

• Experienced resources who understand 

FttH specification, PIA regulation, design 

and implementation

• Existing GIS and survey software and 

automation tools to deliver effective and 

efficient network planning

• Support to minimise the impact of the 

project on your operational resources

• Full control over planning decisions
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Understand your 
planning options
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It’s possible to handle your planning 
in-house, but this takes a wealth of 
specialist expertise and experience
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04 We recommend using Ordnance Survey 

Address base premium and Mastermap from 

the outset. This rich data can reduce the risk of 

unpredictable build costs and bring a level of 

certainty to your project earlier.

At anytime during the planning stage, don’t 

be afraid to re-evaluate and adjust as you go. 

Performing more surveys and investigation 

in planning can minimise impact on the build 

stages too.

See it as time invested rather than  

time wasted. 

Rethink your CRM and OSS strategy now. 

Consider Netadmin software – a comprehensive 

FttX Operational Support System (OSS).

It can help manage the network as well as sales 

and marketing campaigns, which means you 

won’t need a CRM system in the early stages.

A quality gigabit FttX network 
begins with quality data and a 
solid planning strategy.

Build in quality at the
earliest opportunity
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Refine your 
strategy

05 Rather than making assumptions, Flomatik’s 

Opportunity Analysis service can help to 

model different scenarios that support 

informed decision making. We can also help 

you develop your strategy with data from 

our open source GiS system, or a licensed GiS 

system of your choice.

Flomatik utilise a pragmatic combination of 

opensource software, licensed software and 

our team’s expertise, blending the efficiency 

of automation together with our skills, right 

where it’s needed.

Armed with reliable GIS data, your 
partner can help you interrogate your 
overall strategy, including your proposed 
target areas for your network.
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06 Each of our clients benefits from the development of its own 

bespoke toolchain to deliver planning.

This can include:

• Designing the network based on the architecture

• Highlighting special engineering difficulties (SEDs) 

to support the engagement of local authorities and 

government bodies

• Geospatial swims data to minimise individual street issue

• Identifying concentrations of premises requiring wayleave

Being this prepared will help to ensure potential build 

hurdles are anticipated and mitigated, with the greatest 

lead time possible.

Once your strategy and 
architecture is clear you’re 
well positioned to start.

Begin high-level 
planning
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07
Progress low-level 
planning

• PIA plant

• Surface type validation

• Civil and fibre distribution

• Premise status

• Planning pack assembly including BOM

• Joint walk-outs with your build partner

A far greater degree of experience is 
required to conduct the level of detailed 
planning necessary at this stage.

The technical planning required at this stage covers:

This is the point in the process where you particularly benefit from the support of a trusted 

planning partner. Immersing in the detail and conducting technical surveys, your partner will 

deliver actionable planning packs to the build team on your behalf.
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08 They also precisely update as-built records so 

you can manage your new asset and satisfy 

code powers; then are able to review and 

revise plans as things adapt and change, long 

into the future.

Now your quality network can begin to generate 

revenue. Gather interest from your customer 

landing page with Netadmin - the single BSS/

OSS system for FttX networks. From here 

you’re able to manage sales and marketing, 

onboarding and connecting customers and 

manage the network.

A proficient partner doesn’t just 
deliver network planning packs.

Planning for 
the future
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From your earliest business strategy 
to long-term network management, 
planning plays an important role in 
safeguarding success.

At Flomatik, we bring together a team 

of domain specialists, with expertise 

that is grounded in network planning - 

but goes much further.

From experienced GiS and survey 

teams to our UK and Poland office 

planners, project managers, finance 

and account management, we can 

become a source of trusted, hands-

on experience, whatever stage of the 

process you are at.
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9 The Gardens 

Fareham 

Hampshire PO16 8SS 

01489 604 066

Fareham Office
The Gardens

Suites 215 & 216 Fort Dunlop 

Fort Parkway, Birmingham 

West Midlands B24 9FE 

01212 931 033

Birmingham Office
Fort Dunlop
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Get in touch

collaborate@flomatik.co.uk 
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